Abstract-In this paper, the problem of how to optimally and precisely control array response levels is addressed. By using the concept of the optimal weight vector from the adaptive array theory and adding virtual interferences one by one, the change rule of the optimal weight vector is found and a new formulation of the weight vector update is thus devised. Then, the issue of how to precisely control the response level of one single direction is investigated. More specifically, we assign a virtual interference to a direction such that the response level can be precisely controlled. Moreover, the parameters, such as the interference-to-noise ratio, can be figured out according to the desired level. Additionally, the parameter optimization is carried out to obtain the maximal array gain. The resulting scheme is called optimal and precise array response control (OPARC) in this paper. To understand it better, its properties are given, and its comparison with the existing accurate array response control algorithm is provided. Finally, simulation results are presented to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed OPARC.
it is critical to shape multiple-beam patterns for multi-user reception. Additionally, synthesizing a pattern with broad mainlobe is beneficial to extend monitoring areas in satellite remote sensing. Generally speaking, array pattern can be designed either adaptively or non-adaptively. Determining the complex weights for array elements so as to achieve a desired beampattern is known as array pattern synthesis. With regard to this problem, it is expected to find weights that satisfy a set of specifications on a given beampattern, in a data-independent or nonadaptive manner.
Over the past several decades, a great number of pattern synthesis approaches have been proposed, see, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Particularly, in [12] , an iterative sampling method is utilized to make the sidelobe peaks conform to a specified shape within a given tolerance. For sidelobe control in cylindrical arrays, an artificially created noise source environment can be utilized [13] . For a circular ring array, a symmetrical pattern with low sidelobes is achieved in [14] by adopting a field-synthesis technique. Note that although the solutions in [12] [13] [14] are able to control sidelobes for arrays with some particular configurations, they cannot be straightforwardly extended to general geometries. On the contrary, the accurate array response control (A 2 RC) approach [15] provides a simple and effective manner to accurately control array response level of arbitrary arrays. The A 2 RC algorithm stems from the adaptive array theory. Unfortunately, the weight update of A 2 RC is theoretically imperfect and the ultimate result may suffer from a performance loss, see [16] . Based on A 2 RC, a multi-point accurate array response control (MA 2 RC) method has been developed in [17] to flexibly adjust array responses of multiple points. However, a satisfactory performance cannot be always guaranteed due to its empirical solution.
These shortcomings of the existing approaches motivate us to have an innovative method to precisely, flexibly and optimally control the response level. To do so, we first investigate how the optimal weight vector in the adaptive array theory changes along with the increase of the number of interferences. Then, a new scheme for weight vector update is developed and further exploited to realize the precise array response control. Furthermore, a parameter optimization mechanism is proposed by maximizing the array gain [18] . It is shown that, the proposed optimal and precise array response control (OPARC) algorithm is capable of precisely and flexibly controlling the response level of an arbitrary array. Furthermore, its optimality (in the sense of array gain) can be well guaranteed. Although it is also developed from the foundation of the adaptive array theory, the resulting weight vector of the proposed OPARC algorithm is an optimal beamformer, which may not be true in the existing A 2 RC method. More specific differences between OPARC and A 2 RC will be presented later. It should be mentioned that this paper focuses on the main concepts and fundamentals of the OPARC scheme, while the extensions and applications (such as pattern synthesis and quiescent pattern control [19] ) will be carried out in the companion paper [20] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our proposed OPARC algorithm is presented in Section II. Further insights into OPARC are presented in Section III to provide more useful and interesting properties. In Section IV, comparisons between OPARC and the existing A 2 RC are presented. Representative simulations are conducted in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: We use bold upper-case and lower-case letters to represent matrices and vectors, respectively. In particular, we use I, 1 and 0 to denote the identity matrix, the all-one vector and the all-zero vector, respectively. j √ −1. (·) T , (·) * and (·) H stand for the transpose, complex conjugate and Hermitian transpose, respectively. | · | denotes the absolute value and · 2 denotes the l 2 norm. We use H(i, l) to stand for the element at the ith row and lth column of matrix H. (·) and (·) denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. E{·} represents expectation. det(·) is the determinant of a matrix. The sign function is denoted by sign(·). represents the element-wise division operator. We use diag(·) to return a column vector composed of the diagonal elements of a matrix, and use Diag(·) to stand for the diagonal matrix with the components of the input vector as the diagonal elements. Finally, R and C denote the sets of all real and all complex numbers, respectively, and S N ++ denotes the set of N × N positive definite matrices.
II. OPARC ALGORITHM
In order to present our proposed OPARC algorithm, we first briefly recall the adaptive array theory.
A. Adaptive Array Theory
Consider an array of N elements. The array observation vector x(t), which is composed of the components of signal, interference and noise, can be expressed as
where n(t) stands for the noise component, k is the number of interferences, θ 0 is the angle of the desired signal, s 0 (t) is the signal waveform, θ and s (t) denote the angle and waveform of the th interference, respectively, = 1, . . . , k. In addition, a(θ) represents the steering vector. 1 More exactly, for a given 1 Note that in this work, we reasonably assume that the steering vector a(θ) is known exactly, also see in [10] [11] [12] . Otherwise, we should first estimate the steering vector and then apply our algorithm. The discussion of steering vector estimation is beyond the scope of this paper and the related study is not presented here.
θ, we have
where g n (θ) denotes the pattern of the nth element, τ n (θ) is the time-delay between the nth element and the reference point, n = 1, . . ., N, ω denotes the operating frequency. Assuming that the noise is white and the interferences are independent with each other, we can express the N × N noise-plus-interference covariance matrix as
where σ 2 n and σ 2 stand for the noise and interference powers, respectively.
The output of a narrow band beamformer is given by
where t is the time index, w is the N × 1 complex vector of beamformer weights. To suppress the unwanted interferences and noise, the optimal adaptive beamformer weight vector w steering to the direction θ 0 can be obtained by maximizing the output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) defined as
where σ 2 s = E{|s 0 (t)| 2 } stands for the signal power. It is known that the optimal weight vector w opt , which maximizes the SINR, is given by [18] 
where α is a normalization factor and does not affect the output SINR, and hence, will be omitted in the sequel. Note that the above SINR can be expressed as
with T n +i R n +i /σ 2 n standing for the normalized noise-plusinterference covariance matrix, i.e.,
where β σ 2 /σ 2 n denotes the interference-to-noise ratio (INR). Note that G represents the amplification factor of the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) σ 2 s /σ 2 n , and therefore, is termed as the array gain [18] . As a result, the criterion of array gain G maximization is adopted to achieve the optimal weight vector.
B. Update of the Optimal Weight Vector
It can be seen from (6)- (8) that the optimal weight vector w opt depends on R n +i or T n +i , which is not available for the following data-independent array response control: for a given steering vector a(θ) in (2) and a beam axis θ 0 , design a weight vector w such that the normalized array response L(θ, θ 0 ) |w H a(θ)| 2 |w H a(θ 0 )| 2 meets some specific requirements. In this paper, we are interested in the requirements of array response levels, i.e., finding weight vectors such that the array responses at a given set of angles are equal to a set of predescribed values. Our basic idea is to construct a virtual normalized noise-plus-interference covariance matrix (VCM), denoted as T k , to achieve the given response control task. Note that since the VCM T k to be determined is not produced by real data, it may not have any physical meaning. Moreover, it can be neither positive definite nor Hermitian (its rationality will be discussed later). By making use of the VCM, the data-dependent adaptive array theory can be applied to the data-independent situation considered in this paper. This allows us to optimally update the weight vector w k −1,opt = T −1 k −1 a(θ 0 ) to w k,opt such that a desired response level ρ k at θ k can be achieved by assigning an appropriate virtual interference. Thus, the problem we concern here is to figure out the characteristics, e.g., INR, of the virtual interference.
We use induction to describe the problem and the algorithm below. Suppose that the response levels of the k − 1 directions have been successively controlled by adding k − 1 virtual interferences. Meanwhile, the corresponding VCM is denoted as T k −1 . For a given θ k and its desired level ρ k , we can assign the kth virtual interference coming from θ k by designing its INR (i.e., β k ). To find out β k , from (8) we notice that the VCM can be updated as
Using the Woodbury Lemma [21] , we have
Accordingly, the optimal weight vector is given by w k,opt = T −1 k a(θ 0 ). Recalling (6) and (10), we can express w k,opt as
where
k −1 a(θ 0 ) denotes the previous optimal weight vector and γ k is given by
with Ψ k (·) denoting a mapping from β k to γ k . Note that the solution in (11)- (12) gives the optimal solution for maximizing the SINR, which may not meet the response level ρ k at θ k . In order to meet this response level requirement, we next consider the following questions first. Given the previous weight vector w k −1,opt = T −1 k −1 a(θ 0 ), does there exist γ k (or equivalently β k ) such that the response level at θ k is precisely ρ k ? and what value it should be if it exists? To do so, we reformulate the weight vector as
where the subscript (·) opt is omitted for notational simplicity and v k is defined as
Mathematically, the problem of finding γ k such that the array response level at θ k is ρ k can be written as
where the desired array response level satisfies ρ k ≤ 1. The combination of (13) and (15) yields
where z k and H k are, respectively, defined as
By expanding (16) and (17), we immediately have the following proposition. Proposition 1: Suppose that γ k (i.e., the second entry of z k ) satisfies (16) , if H k (2, 2) = 0, it can be derived that the trajectory of
with the center
and the radius
Proof: See Appendix A. From this proposition, it is known that, given the previous weight vector w k −1 = T −1 k −1 a(θ 0 ), there exist infinitely many solutions of γ k to achieve a response level of ρ k at θ k . This implies that the response level at a certain direction can be precisely adjusted by assigning a virtual interference with properly designed INR parameter γ k .
It is clear that H k (2, 2) = 0 is equivalent to
In this case ρ k is equal to the normalized power response at θ k when the weight vector is T
−1
k −1 a(θ k ), i.e., when the beampattern steers to the beam axis θ k . Typically, a beampattern reaches its maximum at the beam axis, i.e., we have ρ k > 1 if θ k = θ 0 . This would contradict with the fact that ρ k ≤ 1. Hence, H k (2, 2) = 0 usually will not occur and in the sequel we only focus on the case of H k (2, 2) = 0, and from Proposition 1, the trajectory of
T is a circle, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Then, the remaining question is among all these valid solutions of γ k (or β k ), to meet the response level requirement, which one is to 
maximize the SINR or beam gain? We will study this question below.
Remark 1: Note that in (13), a term has been added on the weight vector w k −1 , and hence, the array power response at the beam axis θ 0 may change. This may degrade the performance on target detection. To this end, in the following, we maximize the array gain when controlling response level. Since the array gain is proportional to the output SINR, a good performance on target detection can thus be guaranteed.
C. Selection of γ k and Update of the Weight Vector
The preceding problem can be formulated as the following constrained optimal and precise array response control (OPARC) problem:
From (21a), one can see that the desired weight vector is expected to provide the maximum array gain with some additional constraints. Apart from the response level constraint (21b), we have also imposed constraint (21c) in the above OPARC scheme. This makes the resulting w k be an optimal weight vector.
When γ k satisfies (12), (21c) leads to w k = T
−1
k a(θ 0 ). In order to solve problem (21), we first substitute
into the objective function and get
where we have utilized the identities (a H (θ 0 )T
Note again that T k is not assumed to be Hermitian symmetric in the derivation of (22). Then, recalling (10) and (12), we can rewrite G k as
where ξ 0 , ξ k , ξ c and ξ c are defined as
Then, from Proposition 1, problem (21) can be expressed as
Although the problem (25) is non-convex, it will be shown that it can be analytically solved as follows. (18) as
is Hermitian (note that the Hermitian property of T k −1 has not been guaranteed as we have mentioned earlier), then the optimal solution of (25) satisfies
and
In addition, γ k,a and γ k,b in (26) are calculated as
To have a better understanding, the locations of γ k,a and γ k,b have been illustrated in Fig. 1 . Obviously, once the optimal γ k, has been obtained, we can update the weight vector as
This completes the update of weight vector of the kth step.
D. Update of the Inversion of VCM
Since the calculation of γ k, requires the inversion of VCM (i.e., T −1 k −1 ) which is assumed to be Hermitian in Proposition 2, in the sequel we shall discuss how to update T −1 k (in order to make the next step of response control feasible) and how to Algorithm 1: OPARC Algorithm.
1: give the initial weight vector w 0 = a(θ 0 ) and set T 0 = I, prescribe the direction θ k and the corresponding desired level ρ k , k = 1, 2, . . .
calculate γ k, from (26) and obtain v k from (14) 4: update
: end for 7: output w k directly guarantee the Hermitian property. To address these two problems, we first assume that T k −1 is Hermitian and the optimal γ k, has been obtained with the aid of Proposition 2. Then, from (12) we have
denotes the INR corresponding to γ k, in the kth step. Obviously, the combination of (10) and (30) yields
Therefore, T
−1
k can be calculated out straightforwardly (without the calculation of T k and its inversion), once the optimal γ k, obtained.
To further explore the Hermitian property of T k , let us revisit Proposition 2 and get
which is a real-valued number. Thus, it is known that T k is Hermitian as long as T k −1 is Hermitian. Accordingly, it can be readily concluded that if we set T 0 = I, then T i is Hermitian for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Now, it is seen that the response levels can be successively adjusted by assigning virtual interferences. Therefore, we can utilize the above update procedures iteratively to fulfill the prescribed response control requirement. Note that in each step of our array response control, only the response level of the current angle θ k can be precisely adjusted, and the responses of the previously-controlled angles may have some perturbations. This also implies that the index k can be even greater than N − 1. Finally, the proposed OPARC method is summarized in Algorithm 1.
III. SOME PROPERTIES OF OPARC
In the previous section, we have shown that the response level at a certain direction can be optimally and flexibly adjusted by assigning a virtual interference. Instead of determining β k (i.e., the INR of the virtue interference assigned in the kth step), an alternative parameter γ k , mapping of β k , is chosen to facilitate the algorithm derivation. However, since INR has a physical meaning and is always a non-negative value in a real data case, it is worth examining the direct relationship between the response level and β k . To do so, in this section we continue the analysis on the OPARC scheme, mainly focus on the selection of INR β k rather than its mapping γ k .
A. Geometrical Distribution of β k
As shown in (12) , γ k is a mapping of β k , and β k can be expressed with respect to γ k as
where (12) . Thus, β k can be calculated once γ k is available. For the trajectory of β k when the array response level ρ k is satisfied at angle θ k , let us recall Proposition 1 and express γ k as
where c γ and R γ are the center and the radius of the circle given in Proposition 1, ϕ can be any real-valued number. Substituting (34) into (33), one gets
where p l and q l (l = 1, 2) are complex numbers satisfying
With some calculation, it is not difficult to have the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The trajectory of [ (β k ) (β k )] T with β k satisfying (35) is a circle C β with the center
i.e.,
where φ can be any real-valued number. Similar to γ k , all the β k on the above circle can be used to precisely adjust the response level at θ k to its desired level ρ k . An interesting difference with γ k is that the calculations of c β and R β do not require the knowledge of w k −1 . This implies that all β k 's (including the optimal one later) can be obtained without knowing any weight vectors. On the contrary, the determination of γ k relies on the availability of the previous weight vector w k −1 .
In addition, Proposition 3 implies that the center of the trajectory of [ (β k ) (β k )] T is located on the real axis, and is independent of the desired level ρ k .
B. Determination of the Optimal β k
Among all the valid β k for the control of the array response level ρ k at θ k , the optimal one is the one that maximizes the array gain. Therefore, the following constrained optimization problem can be formulated to select the optimal β k :
where the parameter γ k has been replaced in (40c) by Ψ k (β k ). Clearly, the above optimization problem (40) is equivalent to problem (21) . Therefore, the optimal solution (denoted as β k, ) of (40) can be readily obtained by utilizing the mapping as
Combining the result of γ k, in (26) with some calculation, we can derive Proposition 4 below.
Proposition 4:
The optimal solution of (40) is given by
where β k,r and β k,l are the intersections of circle C β and the real axis (·) = 0:
It is not hard to see from (42) that the optimal β k, is a real-valued number, while the valid β k in Proposition 3 for the array response control may be complex valued. However, as mentioned earlier, the physical meaning of β k is the INR as it is used in (8) and it cannot be negative. From (42)-(44), the solved optimal β k, may be negative, which might be because there is no assumption of the used VCM T k −1 being non-negative definite. This will be studied together with the update of the VCM below. On the other hand, if T k −1 is Hermitian, then
is also Hermitian, since β k, is real. This is consistent with the inference obtained in the paragraph below Eqn. (32). Finally, it is obvious that the optimal β k in (42) does not depend on the knowledge of the weight vectors in the previous steps. 1: give a(θ 0 ) and set T 0 = I, specify the direction θ k and the corresponding desired level ρ k with k = 1, 2, . . .
Once the optimal β k has been obtained, we can express the VCM at the current stage as
Since T 0 = I is taken as the initial VCM, by taking all the assigned virtual interferences into consideration, one can alternatively express T k as
where A k [a(θ 1 ), . . . , a(θ k )] and Σ k is a diagonal matrix containing all β's of virtual interferences, i.e.,
Accordingly, we have
k a(θ 0 ). To make it clear, the variant of the OPARC method is summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that the calculation of intermediate weight vectors is avoided, due to the fact that neither the calculation of β k, nor T k relies on weight vectors. Therefore, the procedure of array response control is simplified. To have an intuitive understanding, a schematic diagram of OPARC is presented in Fig. 2 , where the equations of weight vector updating are also incorporated.
Before proceeding, it is interesting to provide a deep insight and a geometrical perspective on the relationship between γ k and β k . It is not hard to see that the condition under a certain condition, i.e., ρ k ξ 0 < ξ k . Thus, we have
To have an intuitive perspective on Ψ k (·), a geometrical illustration is given in Fig. 3 , where J r , J l , F a and F b stand for the points
C. Positive Definite Virtual Covariance Matrices
Firstly, the following conclusion, which simplifies the selection of β k, , can be obtained.
Proposition 5: 
Proof: From (75) in the proof of Proposition 5 in Appendix C, we have
Then, from (49), the proof of (50) is completed.
Substituting the definitions of ξ c and ξ 0 into (50) and using
Notice that
2 above represents the normalized response at θ k , of the previous weight vector w k −1 .
Clearly, (51) shows that the resultant β k, is non-negative if the desired level ρ k is lower than the response level at θ k of the previous weight vector w k −1 . Otherwise, a negative β k, is obtained if it is required to elevate the previous response level of θ k . We can see that the negative β k, is still meaningful in our discussion of array response control using virtual interferences, although it cannot occur in a real data covariance matrix with real interferences. In addition to the above two propositions, the following result can be obtained.
Proposition 7: If T k −1 ∈ S N ++ , then problem (40) has the same optimal solution as that of the following one
Proof: See Appendix D. Interestingly, from Proposition 7, it is known that under the same constraints (i.e., (40b) and (40c)), the optimal β k to (40) also maximizes the previous array gain, in which only T k −1 (but not T k ) is taken into consideration.
For instance, consider the case when T k −1 is a real normalized noise-plus-interference covariance matrix (i.e., T k −1 is calculated from real data that contains both noise and interference), and one applies the OPARC scheme to realize a specific array response control task in (52b) by assigning a virtual interference at θ k . Then, it is seen from Proposition 7 that the optimal β k, of problem (40) also maximizes the real output SINR (not taking the virtual interference into consideration) of beamformer. This property will be further exploited in the companion paper [20] to design an adaptive beamformer with specific constraint.
IV. COMPARISON WITH A
2 RC
In the above sections, the optimal values of γ k and β k of the virtual interference assigned in the kth step are specified. Meanwhile, useful conclusions are obtained and two versions of OPARC are described. In this section, comparisons will be carried out to elaborate the differences between the recent A 2 RC algorithm [15] and the above OPARC algorithm from two perspectives.
A. Comparison on the Formula Updating
In the A 2 RC method, the weight vector is updated as
where μ k is the hyperparameter to be optimized. To minimize the deviation between the resultant responses of adjacent two steps, and meanwhile, avoid the computationally inefficient global search, μ k is empirically selected in [15] as μ k,a , which is the solution to the following problem:
where C μ is the following circle:
where the matrix Q k satisfies
Note that such an empirical selection may not perform well under all circumstances. As a matter of fact, this scheme may even lead to severe pattern distortion, as we will show later in simulations in Section V.
In the OPARC algorithm, the weight vector is updated via (21c). It is seen that, different from the A 2 RC algorithm, a scal-
k −1 a(θ k ) makes the resultant w k be an optimal weight vector.
Additionally, in the proposed OPARC algorithm, we optimize the parameter γ k by maximizing the array gain when the preassigned response level is satisfied.
To have a similar weight form with A 2 RC, it is shown in Appendix E that we can reformulate (21c) as
denoting the angles of interferences that assigned previously, d k is a k × 1 vector with its first element 1,d k is a (k − 1) × 1 vector obtained by removing the first element from d k . From (57), it is observed that the added component to the previous weight vector w k −1 in w k is a linear combination of the steering vectors of all interferences (including both the current a(θ k ) and the previous a(θ 1 ), . . . , a(θ k −1 )). On the contrary, in the A 2 RC algorithm, the added component is a scaling of the steering vector of the single interference to be assigned (i.e., a(θ k )). Furthermore, we can obtain the following corollary of Proposition 2, which describes a similarity between A 2 RC and OPARC. Proof: See Appendix F. From Corollary 1, it is known that in the first step of the weight vector update, A 2 RC will lead to the same result as OPARC, provided that ρ 1 ≤ a(θ 1 ) 2 2 / a(θ 0 ) 2 2 . Otherwise, the inferior parameter γ 1,× (in the sense of array gain) will be adopted by A 2 RC. For the other steps of the weight vector update, i.e., k > 1, the proposed OPARC algorithm takes the optimal parameter and thus obtains a better performance than that of A 2 RC.
Consequently, we know that OPARC always performs at least as good as A 2 RC, for a given array response control task.
B. Comparison on INRs of Virtual Interferences
We next compare the INRs of virtual interferences to show an essential difference between A 2 RC and OPARC. To begin with, we express the weight vector of A 2 RC in the kth step as
Note from the above that the update of the weight vector w k in A 2 RC does not depend on any VCM and no VCM update is needed. However, in order to compare the INRs, we need to associate it to a VCM that may be implicit/virtual. To do so, we rewrite the weight vector as
specifies the INR of the interference at θ i (i = 1, . . . , k) when completing the current kth step of the weight vector update.
Note that no interference was assigned at the current θ k in the previous k − 1 steps of the response control. It is shown from Appendix G that in the kth step of the weight update of the A 2 RC algorithm, the INR of the virtual interference assigned at
In addition, k − 1 new interferences are additively assigned at directions θ 1 , . . . , θ k −1 of A 2 RC to the previous (k − 1)th step. Denote the INRs of these new interferences assigned at θ i in the kth step of the weight update asΔ k,i ( 
It can be further derived (see Appendix G) that
Generally speaking, in the kth step of A 2 RC, the INRs of the newly-assigned interferences (including bothβ k,k andΔ k,i (1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1)) are complex-valued numbers. This is a difference between A 2 RC and OPARC. Moreover, the above analysis shows that there are k − 1 additional interferences assigned to the previously controlled angles (i.e., θ 1 , . . . , θ k −1 ) in the kth step of A 2 RC, while in OPARC only a single interference is assigned (at θ k ). Since our aim is to control the array response level at θ k , the newly-assigned virtual interferences at θ 1 , . . . , θ k −1 actually bring undesirable array response variations at these adjusted angles. According to the above notations, the VCM of A 2 RC satisfies implicitly: r Two different strategies of virtual interference assigning are adopted in these two approaches. The INRs of OPARC are always real, but they may not be in A 2 RC.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We next present some simulations to verify the effectiveness of our proposed OPARC. To validate the superiority of OPARC, we also test another precise array response control (PARC) scheme, in which we adopt the following non-optimal parameter intentionally:
and use the same remaining procedure as OPARC. Denote
Note that γ 1,× is the same as that in Corollary 1. Clearly, PARC can precisely control array response level as well, while its parameter γ k is not optimally selected as in OPARC. Besides OPARC and PARC, the A 2 RC algorithm in [15] is also compared. We set ω = 6π × 10 8 rad/s, which corresponds to a wavelength λ = 2πc/ω = 1 m with the light speed c. Unless otherwise specified, we consider a 11-element non-uniformly spaced linear array with nonisotropic elements. Both the element locations x n and the element patterns g n (θ) are listed in Table I , from which the τ n (θ) in (2) can be specified as τ n (θ) = x n sin(θ)/c. Additionally, we take the quiescent weight vector a(θ 0 ) as the initial weight and fix the beam axis at θ 0 = 20
• except otherwise specified. An ideal criterion of array response control is to achieve the desired level at θ k while keeping the responses at any other directions unchanged. However, such a criterion cannot be achieved, since the array response is a continuous function. In fact, a good array response result would bring less changes on the previously-controlled angles. According to this criterion, we introduce two cost functions to measure the performances of different methods. The first one is defined as
where L k (θ, θ 0 ) represents the resultant response after finishing the k-th step of weight update. Since the response level at θ k −1 has been adjusted in the (k − 1)th step as its desired level
It can be seen that D k measures the level difference between the resulting response and the desired one at the previously-controlled angle θ k −1 , after the k-th step of array response control. The second cost function is defined as
which measures the average difference between the resulting response and the desired one at the previously-controlled angles θ i 's, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, after the k-th step of array response control. Moreover, J k is effective on measuring the level difference between the resulting response and the desired one, even if the initial or previous responses are unqualified. Clearly, both D k and J k are expected to be small if the array response level is well adjusted. In addition, we should set k ≥ 2 in the measurements of D k and J k . For k = 2, one can readily obtain that D k = J k , and only the metric D k is considered in this case. Besides D k and J k above, we also test the obtained array gains of different methods, and consider pattern variation and pattern distortion for performance comparison.
A. Pattern Variation
In the first example, we test the performances of different approaches for sidelobe response control. For convenience, we carry out two steps of the array response control algorithms and denote the two adjusted angles as θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively. More specifically, the normalized responses at θ 1 = −45
• and θ 2 = −5
• are expected to be successively adjusted to ρ 1 = −40 dB and ρ 2 = −30 dB.
In the first step of response control, we can figure out that (26) and (64), respectively. Additionally, it can be figured out that c β = [−0.1488, 0] T and R β = 1.7171. We adopt β 1, = β 1,r = 1.5683 for OPARC (so that the resulting array gain is maximized and the resulting weight vector is optimal) and take β 1,× = β 1,l = −1.8659 for PARC.
For A 2 RC, it is found that μ 1 = γ 1, = −0.1559 − j0.0288, which coincides with the result of Corollary 1. As predicted, one also obtains thatβ 1,1 = β 1, = 1.5683. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the resultant response patterns of different schemes after controlling the response level of θ 1 . As we can see, all these three approaches are capable of precisely controlling the array response levels as expected. Notice also that the result of A 2 RC is exactly the same as that of OPARC, which can obtain an optimal beamformer when there exists an interference (with INR β 1, ) at θ 1 . Fig. 4(b) depicts the results of different methods after controlling the response level of the second angle θ 2 . It is seen that all methods can adjust L(θ 2 , θ 0 ) to ρ 2 . For the proposed OPARC scheme, it can be checked that β k,r is the ultimate selection of β k, (k = 1, 2). In fact, this is consistent with the conclusion of Proposition 5. One can see that both β 1, and β 2, are positive in this case. This coincides with the theoretical prediction of Proposition 6, since it is required to lower the response levels in either step. After the second step of array response control, the resulting beamformer of OPARC is an optimal one that maximizes the output SINR when two interferences exist at θ 1 and θ 2 with INRs β 1, and β 2, , respectively.
To further examine the performance, we evaluate D 2 (or equivalently J 2 ) as defined earlier and list their measurements in Table II . It is observed that the proposed OPARC scheme minimizes D 2 among the three methods. From Table II and Fig. 4(b) , it is found that A 2 RC causes serious perturbation (about 5 dB) at the previous point θ 1 . In fact, besides the virtual interference assigned at θ 2 , another one is also assigned at the previously adjusted direction (i.e., θ 1 ), for the existing A 2 RC algorithm. We can calculate thatβ 2,2 = 0.2465 + j0.0001 and Δ 2,1 = −0.4120 + j2.5879 (INR of the additional interference assigned at θ 1 in the second step of response control). Notice that bothβ 2,2 andΔ 2,1 are complex numbers, which is different from that of OPARC. Finally, we have listed the obtained array gains of these approaches at both steps in Table II . Clearly, it is seen that OPARC outperforms the other two methods.
Since the metric D 2 depends on the desired level at θ 2 (i.e., ρ 2 ), we vary ρ 2 from −50 dB to −20 dB and recalculate D 2 
B. Pattern Distortion
In this part, we shall further show the advantages of the OPARC. For convenience, we set θ 1 and its desired level ρ 1 the same as the first example, and then conduct the second step of the response control by taking θ 2 = 23
• and ρ 2 = 0 dB. Notice that θ 2 is in the mainlobe region in this case, and it is required to elevate the response level there.
Clearly, the obtained parameters of the second step are renewed for all methods tested, while the results of the first step keep unaltered compared to the previous example. Here, it can be obtained with the obtain the final γ 2, . In fact, this flexible mechanism of parameter determination in OPARC enables us to avoid certain pattern distortion, which is inevitable in A 2 RC or PARC. To see this clearer, we have depicted the synthesized patterns in Fig. 6 . It can be found that all the response levels at θ 2 still meet the requirement as before. However, it shows clearly that the patterns of A 2 RC and PARC are severely distorted. The obtained mainlobes are split and the resultant sidelobe levels are raised for both A 2 RC and PARC. For the proposed OPARC, none of the above undesirable phenomena happens and a well-shaped pattern has been obtained. Notice that β 2, is negative in this scenario. This is consistent with the conclusion of Proposition 6, since the response level needs to be lifted in this second step of response control. It should be emphasized that the resulting weight of OPARC is optimal on maximizing the output SINR if two interferences exist at θ 1 and θ 2 with INRs β 1, and β 2, , respectively.
The details of D 2 and the obtained array gains have been specified in Table III , from which the merits of the proposed OPARC algorithm are clearly observed. Note that the array gain G 1 is not listed in Table III since it has been reported in Table II . Again, to further examine the performance, we vary ρ 2 from −20 dB to 0 dB, and depict the curve of D 2 versus ρ 2 in Fig. 7 . As illustrated in this figure, A 2 RC causes a great perturbation on θ 1 (i.e., high value of D 2 ). On the other hand, OPARC performs the best when measuring D 2 .
C. Further Investigation With Randomized Array Configurations
To show that our algorithm behaves well not only under carefully chosen array configurations, we carry out the third example by randomly selecting the element number and positions, and taking the influence of mutual coupling into consideration as well. In this case, we consider a linear array with isotropic elements. The beam axis is taken as θ 0 = −10
• . We pre-assign ten angles and their corresponding desired levels, see Table IV for details. To present a fair comparison, we carry out Monte Carlo simulation by taking the realization number as 1000, and then depict the resulting D k , J k and G k in an average sense. In each realization, the element number N is randomly selected as a positive integer from 8 to 16, so that the number of controlled points may be either less or greater than N . The element space between two adjacent sensors is distributed uniformly in the range [0.4λ, 0.6λ]. The mutual coupling matrix (denoted as Z ∈ C N ×N ) is complex symmetry with unit elements on diagonal. The amplitudes of other entries of Z are fixed as 0.1, and their phases are distributed uniformly in the range [0, 2π). In addition, the PARC algorithm is not considered in this example, since it always performs worse than OPARC as shown in the previous two examples. Fig. 9 illustrates several intermediate results of one realization with N = 8. In particular, Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) present the synthesized patterns at the 9th and the 10th steps, respectively. Note from Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) that the response level of θ 9 or θ 10 can still be adjusted precisely for both algorithms, although the corresponding iteration index k has become greater than the element number N and the resulting beampatterns of A 2 RC have been distorted. To present the superiority of OPARC, the curves of average D k , J k and G k have also been depicted in Fig. 9 , with the increase of the iteration index k. For each iteration step, Fig. 9 shows that the proposed OPARC results smaller values on D k and J k and obtains a higher array gain G k , when comparing to the A 2 RC algorithm. Therefore, the proposed OPARC algorithm performs well not only under the circumstances of carefully chosen array configurations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel algorithm of optimal and precise array response control (OPARC) has been proposed. This algorithm origins from the adaptive array theory and the change rule of the optimal weight vector, when adding interferences one by one, has been found. Then, the parameter selection mechanism has been carried out to maximize the array gain with the constraint that the response level at one direction is precisely adjusted. Some properties of OPARC have been presented and OPARC is compared in details with A 2 RC. Finally, simulation results have been shown to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed OPARC method. Based on the fundamentals developed in this paper, a further extension of OPARC to multi-point array response control and its applications to, for example, pattern synthesis, multi-constraint adaptive beamforming and quiescent pattern control will be considered in [20] .
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 For the sake of clarity, the subscript k will be omitted in the sequel. To solve the equation (16) Before proceeding, it can be found that det( which implies that the trajectory of [ (γ) (γ)] T is a circle with the center c γ in (18) and the radius R γ in (19) . This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Since T k −1 is assumed to be Hermitian, both ξ 0 and ξ k are real-valued and one also gets ξ c = ξ * c . According to (17) , we have Fig. 10 we have denoted C as the center of the circle. From (71) it can be observed that G k is a scaling of the Euclidean distance between D and a point F = [ (γ k ), (γ k )] T located on the circle C γ . From this observation, the optimal solution to (21) can thus be obtained in a geometrical approach below.
Without loss of generality, we first assume that (d) = c γ (1), otherwise, all γ k on circle C k will have the same G k . In the case of (d) > c γ (1) ≥ 0 or (d) < c γ (1) < 0, it can be derived that γ k, = γ k,a , i.e., when F = F a , G k is maximized. In fact, these two cases can be geometrically illustrated by Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , respectively.
Similarly, in the case of c γ (1) ≥ 0, (d) < c γ (1) (as shown in Fig. 10(c) ), or c γ (1) < 0, (d) > c γ (1) (as shown in Fig. 10(d) ), the two points O and D are located on the same sides (right or left) of C. As a result, γ k, = γ k,b , i.e., when F = F b , G k is maximized in these two cases.
In summary, it can be concluded that if ζ > 0, γ k, = γ k,a , otherwise, γ k, = γ k,b , where ζ has been defined in (27). This completes the proof. 
This completes the proof of (49). 
